
Valiant Eagle, Inc. (OTC:PSRU) Introduces the
“Fathers of the Sport” NFT Gallery

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, July 7, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Valiant Eagle, Inc.

(OTC:PSRU) is proud to introduce the

“Fathers of the Sport” (hereafter

“FOTS”) NFT gallery, which will be

available through its NFT platform,

Fungy. The FOTS NFT gallery will

highlight key early trailblazers in sport

of basketball that helped create the

foundation for the NBA and the sport

we know and love today. 

The company will limit the number of

original NFTs in the gallery to 300.

Management says it then hopes to

leverage its recently-announced state-

of-the-art Fungy NFT platform to sell

the FOTS NFTs. Given the exclusivity of

this planned NFT gallery and the early

success seen by NBA Top Shot,

management is confident the FOTS NFTs could generate significant cash for the company once

they are sold.

These early legends, both on the NBA court and famous playgrounds around the United States,

have created a foundation that has inspired some of the most world-renowned players in recent

history. 

One of our features FOTS is Julius “Dr. J” Erving. Dr. J built a career off his eye-popping dunks and

iconic gameplay. Before he become the man we know today, Dr. J started out dunking at the

http://www.einpresswire.com


iconic Rucker Park in Harlem, New

York. 

Dr. J’s legacy and charisma inspired

Michael Jordan. Jordan then passed it

on to Kobe Bryant. Bryant then

inspired Lebron James. James is

currently inspiring the next generation

of basketball greats. This is exactly why

we must pay tribute and honor the

“Fathers of the Sports.” Without them,

the NBA and its all-stars would not be

where they are today.

Xavier Mitchell, CEO of Valiant Eagle

Inc. states,”The Fathers of the Sports

documentary was a financial success

when released. Now, we can leverage it

to add shareholder value by producing these NFTs that are heavily demanded.”

For more information on the “Fathers of the Sport,” please view the YouTube links below:

-Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKWvRDFJ5nY&t=2s

-Full Movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJTFbpl4-NY

About Valiant Eagle, Inc

Valiant Eagle Inc (OTC:PSRU) is a publicly-traded corporation focused on the energizing of

celebrity entertainment, social media and TV communications. VE aims to achieve an

unparalleled advancement towards media through music, sports and, with respect to the

millennial generation, through technology. Technology is an important part of our life especially

in the last century more than ever. With benefits such as speed, accuracy, unlimited information

and more, the internet has provided various means of communicating without delay nor

difficulty. However, a level of consumer satisfaction has yet to be reached. Valiant Eagle, Inc.

looks to fill this void.
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Legal Notice Regarding Forward-Looking Statements: This press release contains

forward-looking information within the meaning of section 27A of the Securities Act of

1933 and section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and is subject to the safe

harbor created by those sections. This material contains statements about expected

future events and/or financial results that are forward-looking in nature and subject to

risks and uncertainties. That includes the possibility that the business outlined in this

press release cannot be concluded for some reason. That could be as a result of

technical, installation, permitting or other problems that were not anticipated. Such

forward-looking statements by definition involve risks, uncertainties and other factors,

which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Valiant Eagle, Inc.

to be materially different from the statements made herein. Except for any obligation

under the U.S. federal securities laws, Valiant Eagle, Inc. undertakes no obligation to

publicly update any forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future

events or otherwise.
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